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November 12, 2018 

RIVERSIDE PRESBYTERIAN PRESCHOOL     Upcoming                                                                                                                                                          

*Snack: Mirabelle 

 

A short Thanksgiving Sing will take place in the Preschool on Thursday, November 15, at 10:40 am 15 minutes 

before dismissal.  I hope you will be able to join us!  There will be no Preschool the week of Thanksgiving from 

11/20 – 11/22.  We are so thankful for the families of RPC Preschool! 

Last week we sent home a yellow paper for Riverside Foods Benefit Days.  Riverside Foods will donate a portion 

of food sales on Wednesday, 11/17 and Thursday, 11/18 to benefit our Preschool Tuition Assistance Program 

(TAP) when the yellow form is brought in.  Please help us raise funds for TAP!  When you go to Riverside Foods, 

bring the extra slip to give to a friend you may see there. Every year we have one or more families needing 

assistance to ensure that their child has a strong start to their education.  Thank you!!  

Look for a Good News Gazette in your child’s bag on Wednesday.  It tells a little about what your child is doing 

in Preschool 

Thank you to the Claucherty Marx family for recycling our aluminum that benefits BEDS Plus!!  

        

  

Language Arts 

We will work on the 

symbol and sounds for 

th. 

Math 

In math we will be 

patterning and working 

on shape recognition.    

Science 

Dancing cranberries 

Home Connections 

Have your child help 

set the table for dinner 

matching the number of 

napkins, forks, etc. 

with the number of 

people. 

 

Activities 

Theme: Thanksgiving 

Last week we learned a fall poem and Thanksgiving song, we 

decorated leaves for our bulletin board, arranged and 

glued the letters of our names on paper trees and learned 

about things that sink or float. 

This week we are talking about things that we are thankful 

for, making a turkey headband, having a feast, and a short 

Thanksgiving sing.  For science, we will put dried 

cranberries into 7up.  The creation and popping of bubbles 

on the cranberries will make them bob up and down in the 

soda. 

Letter sound of the week: TH 

     


